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Purpose of BSRA

BSRA is a non-profit, informal organization of people who take an active interest in unusual happenings along the borderland between the visible and invisible worlds. In the words of the late Meade Layne, founder and director of BSRA from 1946 to 1959, "BSRA publications are scientific in approach but employ few technical expressions. They deal with significant phenomena which orthodox science cannot or will not investigate. For example: the Fortean falls of strange objects from the skies, Teleportation, Radiesthesia, PK Effects, Underground Races, Mysterious Disappearances, Occult and Psychic Phenomena, Photography of the Invisible, the Nature of the Ethers, and the problem of the Aeroforms (Flying Saucers). In the year 1946 the Associates obtained an interpretation of the phenomena which has since come to be known as the Etheric or 4-D Interpretation, and which has not been radically altered since that time. This continues to be the only explanation which makes good science, sound metaphysics and common sense."

The chief present concern of the Association is to make this information available as a public service, with Headquarters acting as a receiving, counseling, coordinating and distributing center. A list of BSRA publications is available on request, send 25¢ in coin or stamps for a copy.

* * *
SPACECRAFT OF THE SUPER-SOLAR SIRIAN SYSTEM

By Edw. S. Schultz

The first thoughts of space travel (fact or fiction) came to be associated with our own moon, because of its relative closeness. As our understanding of such matters increased and the current era of Saucer sightings and activity came into focus, it was logically postulate that spacecraft could probably come from anywhere within the solar system.

Later on the more informed Saucer researchers, noting the "out of this world" behavior and performance of the craft, came to the conclusion that Saucer craft were not only interplanetary but... interdimensional as well and that they could and often did "emerge" from their own octave of physical manifestation and then, just as easily, "dematerialize" back into their dimension. In short, that these craft were able to shuttle to and from visible and (to us) invisible worlds or planets, within and outside of our solar system.

Any effort to astronomically locate such planets as Bethurum's "Clarion", for example, would therefore be meaningless if "Clarion" happens to belong to an octave of physical manifestation that is invisible and intangible to us. They could not be seen with our present types of optical telescopes, but they might be detectable with more refined designs of the so-called "radio telescopes" and there is every possibility that they are already being recorded via this instrument.

I now offer some thoughts helpful in pin-pointing the origin of Saucer craft that come from outside our solar system. I came across research information to this effect in "Super-Physical Science", by A. P. Sinnett, $2.00, Theosophical Press, Wheaton, Ill. Sinnett's wide range of super-physics, by the way, does not refer to Saucers in any way but his chapter on 'The Sirian Cosmos' and the rest of his book came to him (about 1910) from a rather extraordinary super-sensory source and provides some excellent fill-in research information pertinent to current Saucer phenomena.

Sinnett's information is that our sun and its family of planets is itself part of a super-solar system, i.e. that it is revolving around the giant star Sirius, which is about ten light years away from us. He adds that the Sirian super-solar system (isolated in space from other systems of the same order) includes up to about 100 solar systems like our own, all gravitating around the Sirian central sun.

It becomes immediately logical and apparent that, within this vast Sirian system, of which our solar system is a part, there has been room, time and special opportunity for vast and varied fleets of spacecraft to evolve and that most of the Saucer craft seen in our skies undoubtedly hail from somewhere within this Sirian system; even though there must be some traffic between the Sirian and other systems of the same kind still farther out in space, hundreds or more light years away.

Apropos of all this Sinnett mentions a fact of super-physical astronomy that serves as a corroborative climax to what the BSRA has been patiently maintaining for the best part of a decade, i.e. that Saucer craft are inter-dimensional, as well as interplanetary.
Sinnett says "I am told that, of all the 100 solar systems involved in the Sirian cosmos, only about twenty-five are at a stage of growth or development resembling our own system and thus appealing to the physical plane senses!

Noting the above percentage of physical Vs. (to us) invisible worlds, it is evident that spacecraft that can and do "mat et demat" are the rule and not the exception in the cosmic scheme of things and that it is our physical octave of manifestation that is relatively abnormal and open to cautious observation by outer space beings.

*** *** ***

THE SUN BEHIND THE SUN

The above article was submitted to our Founder-Director, Meade Layne, about ten years ago and published in the Round Robin Journal. Recently other material on the Sun behind the Sun has come to hand. Now we are taking our first faltering steps in space with the orbital flights. Next comes the Apollo flights to the Moon, perhaps Mars in the 1860s, then what? Let us stretch our minds to catch a glimpse of the Incorruptible Flame about the Celestial Fire of our own Sun. This would be the Zodiac or Chokmah on the Tree of Life of the Western Mystery Tradition.

One of the comparatively modern source books of our Western Tradition is the "Comte De Gabalis", written by the Abbe De Villars and published in Paris, 1670. For writing and publishing such heresies the Roman Catholic Inquisition hounded him for three years and the good Abbe is supposed to have been assassinated on the road to Lyons in 1673.

Some nameless Initiate of the English branch of the Western Lodge translated the Abbe's occult work into English. He added considerable commentary from erudite and metaphysical works long gone and unknown to us and had Rider & Co publish it in London in 1911. Long out of print, copies of this edition are comparatively expensive and not so easy to come by. Doc Wilborn got hold of a copy and printed a photo-offset edition in 1963 for $5.00. There may be some left. Write to Health Research, 69 Harriet St., Mokelumne Hill, California.

On Page 88 of the Rider edition is this commentary:

THE PRINCIPLE OF ALL THINGS

"Beyond the Sun in the direction of the Dog Star (Sirius) lies that Incorruptible Flame or Sun, Principle of All Things, willing obedience from our own Sun which is but a manifestation of its relegated force. The existence of the Sun behind the Sun has been known in all ages, as well as the fact that its influence is most potent upon earth during that period every 2000 years when it is in conjunction with the Sun of our solar system. Then gathering to itself the power of its own Source and transmitting it through our Sun to this planet, it is said to send the Sons of God into the consciousness of the earth sphere that a new world of thought and emotion may be born in the minds of men for the stimulation of humanity's spiritual evolution. Such a manifestation marks the beginning or end of an epoch upon earth by the radiation of that divine consciousness known as the Christ Ray or Paraclete.
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"To the Egyptians the Sun behind the Sun was known as Osiris (also as Amen-Ra, the Hidden Sun), said to be the husband of Isis (Nature) and parent of Horus (the Sun), symbolically represented as a hawk, because that bird flies nearest the Sun. This ancient people knew that once every year the Parent Sun is in line with the Dog Star. Therefore the Great Pyramid was so constructed that, at this sacred moment, the light of the Dog Star fell upon the square 'Stone of God' at the upper end of the Great Gallery descending upon the head of the high priest who received the Super Solar Force and sought through his own perfected Solar Body to transmit to other Initiates this added stimulation for the evolution of their own God-hood. This then was the purpose of the Stone of God, whereon, in the Ritual, Osiris sits to bestow upon him (the illuminate) the Atf crown of celestial light.

FEAR NOT TO TOUCH IT

"'North and South of that crown is love,' proclaims an Egyptian hymn. 'And thus throughout the teaching of Egypt the visible light was but the shadow of the invisible Light; and in the wisdom of that ancient country the measures of Truth were the years of the Most High,' wrote Marsham Adams in 'The Book of the Master'.

"The adorable Fire and immense depth of Flame which the human heart must not fear to touch is that power proceeding from the Lord and Giver of Life, the Creative Principle of the Universe, the Sun behind the Sun.

"Modern science partially confirms these facts as to the significance of the Great Pyramid but lacks the key to them. Dr. Percival Lowell, in a recent essay entitled 'Precession and the Pyramids', says, 'The Great Pyramid was in fact a great observatory, the most superb one ever erected,' and 'The Great Gallery's floor exactly included every possible position of the sun's shadow at noon from the year's beginning to its end. We thus reach the remarkable result that the gallery was a gigantic gnomon or sundial telling, not like ordinary sundials the hour of the day, but on a more impressive scale, the seasons of the year.'"

"THE DOUBLE STAR SIRIUS"

Modern astronomy has revealed something about the Central Sun of our Zodiac which may or may not have been known to the ancients; the Sun behind the Sun of our solar system is a father-mother pair, a binary system! The January 1966 issue of "Sky and Telescope" magazine, published by Harvard Observatory, has an informative article on Sirius by Lippincott and Worth of the Sproul Observatory, Swarthmore College. Much of it is too technical for our needs but the opening paragraphs are certainly of factual interest to borderlanders.

"Sirius is the foremost eye-catcher of the starry sky. It appears to us as the brightest star because it is only 8.7 light-years away, and is also the intrinsically most luminous star within 27 light-years. If the sun and Sirius were placed side by side, the latter would appear
23 times brighter to us. This superiority results from Sirius having a surface temperature of 10,000 deg. Kelvin (compared with 6,000 deg. for our sun) and a radius double that of the sun.

THE WHITE DWARF, SIRIUS B

"While Sirius is one of the most familiar stars, even to the man in the street, its white dwarf traveling companion has been seen only by relatively few astronomers. Except under the very best conditions, Sirius B is not easily seen. It appears to revolve around the bright component in an elongated orbit with a 50-year period. During each circuit, the apparent separation ranges from three seconds of arc to over 11.

"Double star observers know that even small telescopes will resolve two stars separated by three to 11 seconds of arc, provided their magnitudes are not very different. In fact, a widely used formula states that a telescope of A inches aperture should visually resolve a pair of stars of equal brightness that are 4.5/A seconds of arc apart. But in the case of Sirius, the magnitude difference is very great, the A component being visually -- 1.5, the B component 8.7. Therefore, the ratio of brightness is about 12,000 to one. Sirius B is easily lost in the glare of Sirius A, and seeing it requires a much larger aperture than the formula calls for... Now and during the next few years, Sirius will be a challenge to amateurs. The companion has been detected with a 6-inch telescope of good optical quality, when the seeing was excellent and Sirius not too close to the horizon... Sirius B is of particular interest because it is the nearest known white dwarf as well as a member of a binary system. White dwarfs have given astronomers one of the most significant clues to stellar evolution: they are very old and do not shine by the same processes as do stars in their prime. They have become very dense and small. A typical specimen may be almost as small as the earth but 100,000 times as massive. ..."

(Above is the Lippincott-Worth diagram of the relationship of Sirius A with its White Dwarf B companion at the present time. In 1975 the two will be farthest removed from each other as B circles around its Big Brother, "husband" or "wife", every fifty years of earth time. The two will snuggle up to each other again in 1994. Below is a copy of a photograph of the two Cosmic lovers taken through the Sproul 24-inch refractor telescope, Dec. 8, 1964.)

(To be Continued in the next RR Journal.)
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HAUNTED HYAMS AND HIS HOUSE

By Riley Hansard Crabb

A true ghost story, experienced and written by Hollywood scribe Joe Hyams for the Saturday Evening Post of July 2, 1966, is a perfect illustration of the problems of borderland research. Welcome to the Club, Joe! You've been initiated into that select group of human beings who know beyond question that ghosts are real by any definition of the term, that the earth is haunted, that we must live with these "eating companions" -- even as they must live with us!

Associate Alvine Bullock sent us the story, glamorized by the fact that Joe's wife is Elke Sommer. She is a native of Yugoslavia and one of the brighter gems in the current crop of Hollywood beauty queens. Of course Elke sensed the presence of the seen and unseen visitors from the 4th Dimension. Undoubtedly it was her fears that prodded Joe to research their haunted Beverly Hills home as thoroughly as he did.

He says it all began on July 6, 1964 a few days after they had moved into this not-new home. Mrs. Elke Sommer Hyams was entertaining a woman journalist from Germany, Edith Dahlfeld, in the living room. The lady saw a man standing in the doorway staring at her. He was "husky, broad-shouldered, around fifty years old, wearing dark slacks, a white shirt and black tie. His hair was thinning at the top and he had a bulbous 'potato' nose."

Mrs. Dahlfeld asked to be introduced but the man turned and disappeared toward the dining room. Elke asked, "What man?" And got up to see who this stranger was, and was puzzled and disturbed to find no one.

Elke's mother was visiting them from Yugoslavia and staying in the downstairs bedroom. While in the cholinergic state of sleep one morning she became aware of a strange man standing by the bed and staring at her. This shock caused her to shift the gears of consciousness from a completely relaxed, hypnagogic state between 4-D and 3-D to the completely adrenergic state of fear and excitement. Naturally the ghost "disappeared" as she focussed completely in 3-D and prepared to scream.

Mr. Hyams is honest and forthright. He says he believes only in what he sees. I wonder if he has ever seen the air he breathes? If he doubts it's reality, let him try doing without it for three minutes. Anyhow, Joe convinced his mother-in-law that a prowler must have been staring at her through a picture window. A search of the soft ground outside revealed no tell-tale footprints, but he was still certain
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that the unwanted visitor was 3-D solid. This was only a couple of weeks after the Dahlfeld vision. Then poltergeist activity was added to the phenomena, noises from the pesky dining room.

To Joe and Elke, relaxed in their upstairs bedroom "it sounded as though there had been a dinner party and the chairs were being pushed back as the guests arose." We would agree with their first hunch, that it was Mrs. Dahlfeld's "man' rearranging the dining room furniture". We would say the two were sharing the constantly repeated memories of some earthbound spirit, who had gone through some powerful emotional crisis in that house. Joe tried to rationalize the chair-moving sounds as tree branches scraping against the dining room walls; so, there was a pruning operation on the trees.

HE WAS NEVER REALLY ALONE

So far, Mr. Hyams could attribute most of the phenomena to women; a comfort to the male ego; but he was soon put on the spot himself because Elke and her mother took off for Yugoslavia. The movie star was to make a film there. This left Mr. Hyams alone in the house for several weeks before he left to join them. He was to find that he never really felt alone in that house, an uncomfortable feeling.

Objective proof of his subjective impression was repeated three times in that downstairs bedroom. He methodically shut the house up tight every night -- 3-D physically, that is -- but on three mornings he found the downstairs bedroom window wide open. And of course the chair-scraping noises in the dining room continued. I believe that for these latter phenomena he was crossing the borderland into at least the chemical ethers, the next level above gasses; for he also heard the front door open and shut several times. On investigation in the morning this was found to be bolted tight. In other words it probably was not physically opened at all! This is the kind of dead-end in psychic research which tests the dedication of the researcher. If he is trying to prove and explain and prove everything by 3-D science, and he starts crossing over the borderland between the two worlds himself, he throws up his hands in disgust and quits. There is no border to the borderland; all is blurred and indistinct as matter turns to energy.

Joe then turned to electronic science and set up snooper microphones connected to tape recorders in the house and on the grounds. The one monitoring the dining room produced results. He thought also to chalk the positions of the chairs there that night.

The outside mike reported no prowler footsteps coming up the driveway but there were those scraping chairs in the dining room! He picked up his gun and sneaked down quietly, turned on the lights in the dining room, and drew a blank? The chairs were still undisturbed in their chalked positions, but the playback of the tape confirmed the sounds he had heard from that dining room, including his own cough and the snap of the light switch when he got there himself! To add insult to injury the chair-scraping sounds picked up again after he went back to bed. All this made Joe Hyams uncomfortable enough that he invited a friend to stay with him until he went to Yugoslavia. The friend stayed on in
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the house after Joe left, but he deliberately refrained from telling him anything of the hauntings.

THAT HAIR-RAISING DINING ROOM

Hyams writes that when he arrived in Yugoslavia there was already a letter from the friend, Gordon Mueller, complaining of the creepy feeling in the place, and that every time he went into the dining room it raised the hair on the back of his neck. This kind of polarity change in the body is familiar to psychic researchers. It indicates a reversal of the flow of psychic or etheric currents in the aura. Energy is being drawn from the here-living by the earthbound spirit. Mr. Mueller had been sleeping in the downstairs bedroom but when he awakened one morning to find the previously locked window wide open -- along with strange noises heard during the night -- he moved upstairs to the master bedroom.

Joe had also arranged for a private detective to check on the place periodically while he and Elke were in Europe. The dick reported that he found doors and windows open at times, though there was no indication that anyone had entered and stolen anything! Another notable poltergeist phenomenon reported to Joe occurred while the detective was keeping an all-night watch. Around two-thirty a.m. he was startled to see all the lights in the house go on! As he walked over to check up on the place the lights went off again. I doubt if this was physical 3-D. I'm inclined to think that he detective drifted into the hypnagogic state between waking and sleeping in those early morning hours, and became a telepathic partner of the earthbound spirit haunting the place. When he began to move toward the house he shifted the gears of consciousness back into 3-D physical. At this level of consciousness the house was totally dark.

The nightly chair-scraping noises became a regular part of their lives on their return from Europe, "so dependable they were less fearful." And the ghost who apparently caused them made a startling; real, solid, 3-D appearance to another person, one who visited the place while Joe and Elke were living at the beach in 1965, to clean their swimming pool. When Joe returned for mail one day the man asked him who was staying in the house? The reply was no one, of course.

"That's what I thought," replied the pool cleaner, "but last Tuesday afternoon I saw a man in the dining room -- a big man about six feet tall, heavy-built, with a white shirt and black tie. When I went to the door to ask him when you were coming back, he disappeared -- just seemed to evaporate in front of my eyes."

An English writer-friend of Hyams asked to stay in the house for a couple of days but he didn't even last one night! As he was preparing to climb in bed in the downstairs bedroom he felt that someone was watching him, even though the house was supposed to be empty of people. He turned around and saw the burly, six-foot stranger standing in the doorway staring at him in a very menacing way! This apparition vanished down the hallway and the Englishman couldn't leave the house fast enough. He phoned Joe from a motel.
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CONFIRMATION BY DOG

Another screen writer friend tried to convince the Hyams that a real, 3-D man had been living secretly in the house. A thorough check of the comparatively new building revealed no possible secret hiding place. This left only the Fourth Dimension and a real ghost whose presence was revealed by the family's pet dogs. Animals are not known to be suggestible yet these two would bark while staring at the apparently empty doorway of the dining room. "The puppy would frequently run to a particular spot in the dining room, then walk out of the room exactly as if following someone's heels."

I saw similar, independent proof of the presence of very real but very invisible visitors during my psychic research days in Minneapolis years ago. I was told that a 13-year old girl, recently dead and still yearning for a physical home and companionship, stood in the middle of our living room. Our pet kitten walked over and reached up to rub its neck and side against the ankle of the unseen guest -- and fell on its face! It was an obviously puzzled and disgusted cat that stalked away from that experience. Another time we had the Etheric presence of a Teacher, who suggested we let the canary out of its cage. The bird fluttered to the floor of the room and then tried, time and again and in vain, to fly up and land on the outstretched arm of the Visitor who was coaxing it to do so; only to fall back to the floor from the blank wall which contained no physical landing perch of any kind.

THE A.S.P.R. TO THE RESCUE

Mr. Hyams finally made an embarrassed plea to a psychiatrist friend at U.C.L.A., who in turn put him in touch with the American Society for Psychical Research. This worthy organization offered a very businesslike check list for Joe and Elke to fill out, on the kinds of apparitions, descriptions and other data. Then the haunted house was subjected to the periodic visits of a long list of mediums of various types and capabilities. Be it said to its credit, the Society scrupulously tried to avoid telepathy or suggestion by asking that the Hyams not be present when the search-and-discovery seances were conducted.

Five seances were held in November 1965. Douglas Johnson said the dining room was haunted by a European, heavy-set, moustache, fond of music, "he spent his past life giving of himself". From a reading of the text of the story this might have been Miss Sommer's father, passed on, though Mr. Hyams doesn't say so directly. This was one level of the Lower Astral or purgatory which is so closely inter-twined with the Etheric-Physical.

Lotte von Strahl read another level of that same dining room and saw a "man who was large, untidy, full of hate and quite drunk". This spook was quite resentful of her presence. Michael Hughes looked into a third of the many possible worlds of consciousness there, skipped that controversial dining room and headed for the swimming pool outside. There he saw another Astral migrant, "a blond girl about seventeen years old who died in Europe about three years ago of something in the lungs". This was a shocker to Elke. She had known the girl in Europe before.
coming to America. Maxine Bell toured the house before settling on the dining room as the most interesting spot, "where she saw a sloppy man in his 50's", and uncovered the most important key to the hauntings as far as the Hyams personally were concerned, especially Joe.

"I think he is a doctor," said Maxine Bell. "He died of a heart attack at the age of fifty-eight before he could finish something important with the man of the house."

ABANDONED RESPONSIBILITIES

Brenda Crenshaw, following Maxine Bell, confirmed her vision and added that the fifty-eight year old doctor "died of a chest or heart condition outside the country". This confused the issue by identifying the dining room "hant" as Elke's father again.

The world is full of unfinished business and the A.S.P.R. researchers had found an important piece of it in the life of Joe Hyams. "The physical description of the male ghost seemed to fit a doctor with whom I had been writing a book. He had died suddenly before we were finished."

Like most Americans, Mr. Hyams probably believes that our responsibility to the dead stops at the grave, and their interest in us ends there also. Now, perhaps he's not quite so sure. His relationship with the doctor prior to the fatal heart stroke is his business, not mine, but I'll venture to guess that the House of Hyams will remain haunted until the unfulfilled desires of that doctor are polarized or neutralized, somehow. Shall we compare him to the Ghost in Francis Bacon's "Hamlet"?

"Doomed for a certain term to walk the night,
And for the day confined to waste in fires
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burnt and purged away. But that I am forbid
To tell the secrets of my prison house. . ."

But, as Joe could not talk to the ghost of the doctor direct, to get at the root of the matter, the A.S.P.R. suggested a rescue circle using trance mediums "in an attempt to make direct contact with the alleged spirits who had chosen our home as a haunting place". Joe says five in all were held but the results were inconclusive, to him.

Then Mr. Hyams had a hunch that he and Elke were not the only ones responsible for the phenomena. A check with the previous owners uncovered the fact that they had unloaded the place for the same reasons! Poltergiest phenomena were so loud one night in the dining room that the wife of the previous owner -- alone in the house -- called a taxi from the upstairs phone, locked herself in and waited. Finally it pul-

"I kept waiting for the taxi driver to ring the bell, but he did not, so I shouted to him from the bedroom window. When he answered I ran down the stairs, got into the car and asked the driver why he had
not rung the bell. The drive told me he saw a man standing by the door and assumed he was the fare. The man had vanished when I shouted from the window."

The A.S.P.R. sent another medium in December. Jacqueline Eastlund visited the house while the Hyams were out. She was sure that someone had been murdered in the place, "by strangulation", so sure in fact that she was afraid to go back to the place. The murdered man was between forty and sixty years of age.

Crimes of violence, and their earthbound victims, create powerful vortexes in the Ethers of considerable durability. Here, I believe, we have the primary cause, the first rent in the veil between the two worlds.

"ANGELS AND MINISTERS OF GRACE DEFEND US!"

Thus the Hyams could ask, with Hamlet:

"... What may this mean,  
That thou, dead corpse, again in complete steel,  
Revisitest thus the glimpses of the moon,  
Making night hideous, and we fools of nature  
So horridly to shake our disposition  
With thoughts beyond the reaches of our souls?"

Mrs. Hyams was now understandably frightened. Joe wasn't; but to "put her mind at rest" he agreed to have an exorcism in the place. For them, perhaps because of their racial origins, an exorcism by a Roman Catholic priest was "not feasible"; nor are they apparently aware of the powerful banishing and purifying rites of the Western Mystery Tradition outside of the Church, which are successfully performed by "rabbis after the Spirit". So they turned to Lotte von Strahl, a mystic.

Lotte and Elke sat in the dining room and prayed. Lotte said the "horrible monster" was standing beside her. She commanded him to "leave these good people alone" and in the name of Jesus Christ to get out.

"He's leaving," she said. So it was a hopeful couple that retired that night after the simple ceremonial in the dining room. "I locked the downstairs doors," writes Mr. Hyams, "checked all the windows carefully, and went to bed anticipating a quiet night. Just as I was falling asleep, Elke nudged me and said, 'Listen.' I sat up in bed and listened. The dining room chairs were moving again."

So now the two are living in reluctant acceptance of their uninvited guests. He says Elke thinks the man is her father, of whom she has no fear; and for himself, "I would not let a living man frighten me out of my house, and I certainly don't intend to let a dead one do it."

* * *
THE BEST FLYING SAUCER SIGHTING OF 1897

From The Houston, Texas "Post",
June 16, 1966

Associate Bill Dugan sent in this clip, one of the best and most
detailed UFO accounts we've seen, of a "Zeppelin" over LeRoy, Kansas
in 1897. The St. Louis "Globe-Democrat" carried the original story at
the time it happened. The editor of the LeRoy, Kansas weekly "Reporter"
obtained a copy and re-ran it in 1962 because of the current interest
in Flying Saucers. Frank Masquelette, staff writer for the "Post" did
a series on Saucers and thought this personal experience of Alexander
Hamilton, a LeRoy farmer, worthy of inclusion. We agree! It happened
April 19, 1897:

"Last Monday night about 10:30 o'clock we were awakened by a noise
among the cattle. I arose, thinking perhaps my bulldog was performing
some of his pranks, but upon going to the door saw to my utter aston-
ishment an airship slowly descending over my cow lot, about 40 rods
from the house.

"Calling Gid Heslip my tenant, and my son Wall, we seized some
axes and run to the corral. Meanwhile, the ship had been gently de-
sceding until it was not more than 30 feet above the ground, and we
came to within 50 yards of it. It consisted of a great cigar-shaped
portion, possibly 300 feet long, with a carriage underneath. The car-
riage was made of panels of glass or other transparent material, alter-
nating with a strip of some material.

"It was brilliantly lighted within and everything was plainly vis-
ible. There were three lights, one an immense searchlight and two
smaller, one red and the other green. The large one was susceptible
of being turned in any direction. It was occupied by six of the stran-
gest creatures I ever saw. There were two men, a woman and three chil-
dren. They were jabbering together, but we could not understand a word
they said.

"Every part of the vessel which was not transparent was of a dark
reddish color. We stood mute with wonder and fright, when some noise
attracted their attention and they turned their light directly upon us.

"Immediately on catching sight of us they turned on some turbine
wheel, about 30 feet in diameter, which was slowly revolving below the
craft. It began to buzz, sounding precisely like the cylinder of a
separator and the vessel rose as lightly as a bird.

"When about 300 feet above us, it seemed to pause and hover direct-
ly over a 2-year-old heifer, which was bawling and jumping, apparently
fast in the fence. Going to her, we found a cable about half an inch
in thickness, made of the same red material, fastened in a slip-knot
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around her neck, one end passing up to the vessel, and the heifer tangled in the wire fence. We tried to get it off but couldn't, so we cut the wire loose and stood in amazement to see the ship, heifer and all rise slowly, disappearing in the northwest.

"We went home but I was so frightened I couldn't sleep. Rising early Tuesday morning, I mounted my horse and started out, hoping to find some trace of my cow. This I failed to do, but coming back to Le-Roy in the evening found that Link Thomas, who lives in Coffee County, about three or four miles west of LeRoy, had found the hide, legs and head in his field that day.

"He, thinking someone had butchered a stolen beast and thrown the hide away, had brought it to town for identification, but was greatly mystified in not being able to find any tracks in the soft ground! After identifying the hide by my brand, I went home, but every time I would drop to sleep I would see the cursed thing, with its big lights and hideous people. I don't know whether they are devils or angels, or what; but we all saw them, and my whole family saw the ship, and I don't want any more to do with them."

Masquelette then goes on to say that "ten prominent Woodson County residents, including the sheriff, a banker, a justice of the peace and the postmaster, signed an affidavit stating: 'That we have known Alexander Hamilton from one to 30 years and for truth and veracity we have never heard his word questioned, and that we do verily believe his statement to be true and correct.'

"Evidently no one ever investigated any of the 1897 reports in the manner in which the U.S. Air Force has looked into more recent UFO sightings. But there were skeptics in 1897 who would have used the Swamp Gas explanation if they had thought of it. After calling them 'airship liars', the editor of the Abilene (Texas) Reporter had one explanation which he printed in his April 30, 1897 edition:

"'A Saint Joseph, Mo., telegraph operator is said to be responsible for the airship excitement. He released a lot of gas bags with red lights attached to them.' As in our recent experience, the explanation is as curious as the sighting."

Remember the Frank Mannor sighting of a UFO in Michigan in April of this year? It was the wild excitement and frenzied barking of his dogs that brought him outside that night, to see a lighted UFO hovering over the swampland near his home. This 25-foot airship of 'swamp gas' had running lights on it, too, and was in controlled flight.

As we observed in the Hyams ghost story, animals are not known to be suggestible. Apparently they are more consciously aware of Etheric disturbances than we human beings. So this reaction of domestic animals to the physical presence of UFOs is one of the first things to look for in the report of a sighting; for this is independent confirmation of whatever the human being might see or hear, whether it's 1897 or 1966!"
COOPERATIVE HEALING

Part 5, From the Book by L.E. Eeman
Excerpts From Chap. III, Right And Left-Handers Grouped In Circuit.
Continued From May-June Journal.

(A) To connect the left hand of any one of the six subjects with the right hand of any other subject, or if the wires were crossed, with the latter’s left hand.

(B) To vary at will the electro-magnetic order of the subjects in the circuit.

(C) To cut any subject out of the circuit although he still continues to hold the ends of the wires connecting him with the apparatus and,

(D) To do any of these things unknown to any of the subjects.

My first few experiments with this apparatus soon showed:

(1) That all subjects do not produce equally clear results.

(2) That the reactions of a given subject may vary with the different subjects placed in circuit with him; and

(3) That results are reliable only when subjects are muscullarly relaxed and quiet in mind!

EXPERIMENTS WITH ANTI-SCEPTIC BATTERY

Six right-handed subjects of either sex sit around the "anti-sceptic battery", and, unknown to them all, the right hand of each of them is connected with the left hand of another, and thus a closed circuit is formed by the six subjects.

The appearance of the apparatus suggests an "electric Battery". No other suggestion is made. Within a few minutes the participants generally report a progressive sense of warmth, muscular relaxation and well-being; their pulse becomes stronger and slower; their breathing fuller and slower; salivation and swallowing increase, the pitch of the voice is lowered and drowsiness becomes general.

After a while, the experiment is interrupted, its results are discussed and the comment is frequently made that what subjects had felt "was exactly what they would have expected from a mild electric current".

The top of the box is then removed which shows not only that it
is empty and that no electricity is being used, but that the wires merely connect the six subjects with each other. Some of them then show annoyance at having been "imposed upon" and declare that the experiment "only shows the power of suggestion", much as they resent the implied admission that they are so easily suggestible, especially if they happen to be males.

2nd Experiment

After the first experiment, since all the subjects clearly realise that the box is not electrical, the suggestion of electric current no longer operates. All subjects are again connected exactly as in the first experiment and soon, to the surprise of all and the annoyance of some, they show the same signs and reluctantly report the same symptoms as before. What is more, after a few experiments, some sensitive subjects manage to identify their immediate neighbors in the circuit, right and left; however often these may be changed by moving the pointers of the apparatus without altering the relative positions of the subjects themselves round the "anti-sceptic battery".

3rd Experiment

Unknown to all subjects the wires held by one subject are crossed and thus his left hand is connected with another left, and his right with another right. Soon, in the case of this subject and in that of his two immediate neighbors in the circuit, the effects previously observed are reversed; their muscles automatically tighten up and they often feel so cold that they shiver and are so restless they cannot keep still. When, unknown to all subjects the person with crossed wires is given two new neighbors in the circuit by moving the pointers of the apparatus, the new neighbors experience discomfort, and the old, relief.

4th Experiment

Without any reference being made to the fact, so that suggestion might be excluded, one left-handed subject is introduced into the circuit, all connections being as before. Soon, in his case and in that of his immediate neighbors the same reactions are observed as had occur-
red with the right-hander with the wires crossed.

When I first made the first three of the above experiments it again so happened that my subjects, though of both sexes, were all right-handed. I concluded from the results constantly obtained that provided all subjects were sufficiently relaxed and their motor nervous systems thus at least partially inhibited:

(A) Quasi-electro-magnetic polar opposites between right and left hands in all individuals was an indisputable fact.

(B) That there was no difference between male and female hand polarity, and I continued to use with both males and females the convention that R. was positive and L. negative; and

(C) That whatever was being conducted between human beings by insulated copper wires, it possessed not only the qualities of positive and negative, but in addition, some specific character or charaters which enabled sensitive subjects not only to identify their neighbors in circuit, but to detect when particular individuals entered or left it.

**HERTZIAN WAVES?**

Having previously concluded that short-wave radiations were involved and that I was therefore dealing with some form of "wired wireless," I naturally endeavoured to account for these specific characters in terms of wave-length, frequency, velocity and amplitude.

It is possible that between the middle of 1925 and September 1927, some of my group experiments did include one or two unobserved left-handed subjects, but in the light of later observations I must assume that they did not, as I cannot remember abnormal reactions during that period; although I was beginning to suspect that right- and left-handers might be polar opposites, at any rate as far as their hands were concerned. If, however, one or two unobserved left-handers were in fact concerned in these early group experiments they must have been weak left-handers electro-magnetically, for later tests showed that both in right- and left-handedness there are many degrees, and that violent and therefore readily observed reactions only occur when a strong right- and left-hander clash in the same circuit, or when two strong right- or left-handers meet in a circuit which has been either accidentally or deliberately inverted.

However, it was not until September 1927 that I managed to group in one circuit two strong electro-magnetic left-handers with two strong right-handers. I sat them round a table, left-hander facing left-hander and right-hander right-hander, and arranged the circuit so that each R. was linked with the L. next to it. Less than two minutes had elapsed before it became obvious that all four subjects found the circuit unbearable. They all unconsciously tensed up, their breathing became short and shallow, they felt cold and abominably restless and when I changed the circuit so as to link the R. and L. of right-handers with the R. and L. of left-handers respectively, an instantaneous and almost unbelievable change came over all four. (To be continued.)
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HITLER, THE ANTARCTIC, AND SAUCERS

By Miss Pippa Braybrook

Saucer fans have long sought a link between these phenomena and reality. The book "The Dawn of Magic" makes the fantastic claim that Hitler was influenced by Supermen from the Inner Earth, an ancient race which will emerge to take over our world. Hitler, it is thought, had the power to destroy ice and snow. How are these ideas concerning an inhabited inner world and the significance of ice linked to the saucer mystery and the Book of Job, 38. v. 22, 23; "Hast thou entered the treasuries of the snow, or hast thou seen the treasuries of the hail, which I have reserved against the day of battle and war?"

Before the war, an explorer in the ice region of Alaska and North Canada was shown a map of a certain field in which lay an entrance to a hidden world, by fur trappers at the Hudson Bay Company Headquarters. In 1939, he returned to Germany with this information and was given a secret mission, with a 1,000 ton new long-range submarine in order to make a survey. In 1961, Australian Saucer Record (edited by Fred Stone) carried a description by an anonymous American of a visit by saucer to an oasis in Queen Maud Land, Eastern Antarctica, populated with visitors from the planet Zuna in the twin-star system, Alpha Centauri, and a German contingent visited by Hitler from his hide-out in Patagonia. Two details give one some faint confidence in this fantastic information. Marie Corelli describes such an Antarctic oasis in the "Sorrows of Satan"; and Field-Marshal Goering sent an expedition to this area as late as January, 1939.

A certain Commander "X" does not refer to an oasis but locates a submarine entrance to sub-ice-city, east of the Prince Harold Coast at Haysbotn. The submarine proceeds to the Belgica Mountains and makes a right angle at Mount Victor and travels to the Lambert Glacier in the Prince Charles Mounts where it enters a subterranean city, according to W.A. South, a research worker.

The anonymous American said the warm water entrance was at Vahsel Bay on the edge of the Filchner Ice Shelf on the Weddell Sea, roughly the location of the channel that Edgar Allen Poe, in the "Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym" and Jules Verne in "Sphinx of the Ice Fields", thought bisected the continent.

Saucers and the German Condor Flight exploration, "Golden Eagle Project", enter the Lambert Glacier by a lift in the mountain top in the shape of a First War gun couple, lifted by a hydraulic system, now raised by sound vibrations, and the platform is 120 feet in circumference.

The Alpha Centaurians who so frightened Al Bender are here to extract a substance from our sea water, and Hitler is goading U.S.A. and Russia to war, so that he can take over and re-people the Earth.

All is not black in Antarctica, as the Hefferlin Manuscript describes a plastic domed city called Rainbow City, probably in Wilkes Land. Here dwell the Ancient Three, who guide our destinies, Venusian Serpents in suspended animation, and people like Admiral Horthy, who can travel from this terminal by trains all through the world. In 1919, a Russian, Brivessov, described a similar city in "The Republic of the Southern
Cross" Another fact is suitable at this point. "The Dawn of Magic" mentions a Turkish Officer who, a hundred years ago, discovered a set of maps, one of which traced the contours of the Antarctic as accurately as if recorded by men flying high above the Earth. "Earth's Shifting Crust: by Charles H. Hapgood, (London Museum Press, Ltd., 1959) includes a reference to this map, on p. 52, and gives it a date of 5,000 years ago or more. It shows South America and part of the Antarctic Coast, including Queen Maud Land and the Palmer Peninsula ice free.

Saucer fans may find the mystery solved by an Antarctic Expedition, perhaps within the next year, but which country will make the discovery? None can deny the anxieties in everyone's minds: so much is unknown. Can Antarctica contain the clue to the solution of some of our mysteries?

We are apt to forget the significance of the great conjunction of planets on February 5th, 1962. There was apparently no immediate effect, but some observers noted the birth of a boy to missionary parents working in India on that very day. He will be brought to Belgium for his education quite soon. We can expect great things from him.

Much can be learned from the prophecies of the past. Merlin, for example, appears to have known of the vril stick or something like it and does he, by any chance, foretell the birth of the boy of the 1962 conjunction of planets? Do any of these thoughts point to the mysteries of Antarctica?

From Professor E. M. Butler's "The Myth of the Magus", C.U.P., 1948, we quote Merlin's magical lines:

The Sibyl foretells a tale that will come to pass-
A golden rod of great value will, for bravery,
Be given to glorious chiefs before the dragons;
The diffuser of grace will vanquish the profane man,
Before the child, bold as the sun in his courses,
Saxons shall be eradicated, and bards will flourish.

"The Dawn of Magic" by Pauwels & Bergierm mentioned above by Miss Braybrooke of Stratford-on-Avon, is available for 5 shillings from Bäther Books, 108 Brompton Road, London SW3, England. Our selected excerpts from the Hefferlin material on Rainbow City and the Tunnel System in the Antarctic is BSRA brochure No. 12-B, 30 pages, mimeo, 50¢ postpaid.

Associate Alan Y. Wilcox, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida writes: "Maybe Mr. W.C. Hefferlin did have something, whether or not he received it via Rainbow City or Popular Mechanics. Allegedly his passenger-carrying Circle Winged Plane was built, powered by his Gas Hydraulic Turbine No. One. I located a distant cousin in Sunnyvale, California who believed W.C. Hefferlin passed away 6 or 9 years ago. Mrs. Kate Hefferlin, W.C.'s mother, passed away in '63 or '64 in Livingston. So maybe 'Radio Doc' as W.C. Hefferlin was called, is in Rainbow City now."

We couldn't get anything out of the Inner Circle on Rainbow City, other than that it is there, along with several others, preserved in ice; and if our Antarctic scientists discover anything significant along this line it will surely be classified Top Secret.
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LET US ADD ELECTRO-CULTURE AND MAGNETO-CULTURE TO AGRICULTURE

The following letter is typical of those we occasionally receive on borderland research in agriculture. If any of you tried the electro-culture experiment outlined in the Jan-Feb 1963 Journal by all means write to Mr. Butcher; and also if you know anything about the present status of the American Electro-Culture Assn., please favor him with a reply. Our answer will be a re-run of Gaston Burridge's article in the July-Aug 1955 Round Robin on the DeLand Frost Guard -- for which we still get inquiries.

"Dear Sirs: We in Hawk's Bay, New Zealand are searching for a means of neutralizing the effects of frost on our orchards. Having read an article by E.L. Jackson, presented through the courtesy of American Electro-Culture Research Assn., and included in the Round Robin of Jan-Feb 1963, I decided to write their President, Dr. A.L. Molyneaux, Tenafly, New Jersey. After waiting a few weeks for a reply, my letter was returned marked 'Deceased'. At the foot of Jackson's article, headed 'Home Experiment in Electro-culture', were comments of your director, Mr. Riley Crabb. Hence I am writing hoping you can supply me with the name address of the new President, or perhaps better still, forward this letter on to him. This would be a great time saver. We are very interested in Jackson's experiment in Electro-culture and wondered if it could be the answer to the frost menace? Or if perhaps they could enlighten us as to any more modern methods. We approached the Electric Power Board here, but they were of no help whatsoever. We trust you can help us and look forward to hearing from you."

L.A. Butcher
6 Marewci Flats, Napier, New Zealand

A MAGNETIC FROST GUARD

By Gaston Burridge

Do we stand on the threshold of tapping a new form of energy? Did John DeLand pry off a splinter from a hitherto closed door leading us to the use of a new kind of energy? Will the use of this new energy protect Southland orchards from their occasional frosts? At the same time, will its continued use anywhere, increase general plant production? Evidence points in this direction. If so, DeLand's name will be chiseled deeply into the stone of time.

I had gone to Riverside, California to investigate the DeLand system of frost prevention and general growth stimulation in trees and plants at the suggestion of BSRAssociate Howard Clark, author, lost mine prospector, photographer and humorist of Yucca Valley. Howard
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knows my interest in such natural phenomena and figured this was one for me. He was right.

Mrs. Hibbs' grove contains 15 acres. It was an old grove when she took over its management -- a grove said to be considerably past its prime. Mrs. Hibbs told me, "The grove just about centers one of the coldest spots in Riverside County's citrus belt. Everything seemed against my efforts to make something of it. Being new at growing oranges, and not knowing what couldn't be done, I decided to try five acres of the DeLand system of frost prevention. So, in 1950 five towers were established here. The results obtained from these five acres were so gratifying, the following year I added five more towers. Two years later, the remaining five acres were covered."

ELIMINATING THE FUEL BILL

Mrs. Hibbs told me that last year she took 6,000 boxes of oranges from her 15 acres. The 20 acres across the street only produced 6,000 boxes. In addition, they spent about $3,000 for orchard heating oil. Mrs. Hibbs spent nothing. These figures, she says, can be verified at the packing houses.

As Mrs. Hibbs and I walked through her grove, which had been picked clean a month before (in May 1955) I found two oranges which had been missed. I picked these oranges. Cutting them open, I found them to be as full of juice as those I purchase in the market. They were solidly segmented, their skins unpuffed, their stems were firm and as far as I could tell, the skins were no thicker than ordinary navel oranges. As there were small, new-crop, green oranges on the trees, these oranges I picked were more than a year old. As I understand it, this is a most unusual condition for navel oranges.

Farther along in the grove, Mrs. Hibbs and I came to an ancient peach tree. It was struggling with its years. Its inner trunk was nearly rotted away. The wind had bested it several times. In its fight to survive it had recently sent out many new shoots. These were covered with peaches larger than my two thumbs. This in June 1955, Mrs. Hibbs believes this tree has been materially helped by the presence of the DeLand system in her grove. She is leaving it in the orchard just to see what will eventually happen to it.

As we prowled the orchard we came upon some young volunteer tomato plants. Pointing them out, Mrs. Hibbs told me the story of how they came to be there.

"As an experiment," she said, "I bought four tomato plants. One of these plants I set behind the garage -- outside the working range of the DeLand system. This plant would receive water but no care. It would be shifting for itself pretty much. Another plant was set at the end of the garden. It would receive water and whatever care the rest of the garden got, but it was outside the DeLand system also. The other two plants were set by one of the DeLand system towers. They would receive water, but no more care than the orchard received.
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"The tomato plant behind the garage grew well, but it had no tomatoes on it. It did have many large worms. One morning the man who was doing my tractor work picked off 16! The plant in the garden also grew well. It bore many tomatoes. They were ordinary sized tomatoes, ordinary in color, texture and flavor. The two plants beneath the tower grew exceptionally well. Their foliage had a deeper green, was more luxuriant. The fruit was both larger in size and in numbers. Its color was richer and the fruits were less acid than ordinary tomatoes. Many of them weighed more than a pound apiece! The seeds of those tomatoes continue to sprout in the orchard despite persistent cultivation."

THE DELAND SYSTEM

Just what constitutes the DeLand Magnetic Control System? It is this. In the center of each acre of land to be protected is a tower or mast. This tower is about 32 feet high. It is composed of three lengths (12 feet each) of a standard galvanized steel pipe. The first length is two-inch pipe. It is set three feet deep in concrete. On top of this two-inch pipe is fastened, by means of a "reducer", the length of one and one-half inch pipe. Attached to the end of the one and one-half inch pipe by means of another reducer is the length of one-inch pipe.

Resting atop each reducer and at the mast-head, is a twelve-inch diameter disk of water-proof, three-quarters inch thick plywood. The lower faces of these disks are parallel with the earth. Near the outer diameter of each plywood "collar" is drilled seven holes. These holes are parallel to the center mast or at right angles to the earth, and are equally spaced around the diameter, or slightly more than 51 degrees apart.

Beginning at the top of the mast, with an extension of six or eight inches parallel to the ground, number 10 copper wires are run down through the seven holes of each plywood collar. These wires are continued through the concrete foundation's outer edge. From there they branch, in 18-inch deep trenches, to a distance of 144 feet from the mast's center. At this point, each wire is wrapped around a specially prepared "Alnico 5" permanent magnet. The end of each wire is brought above ground and pointed back toward its corresponding other end atop the tower.

Trenches and magnets are covered with earth. The depth of 18 inches is used so ordinary cultivation of the grove can take place without molesting the buried copper wires. These wires must remain uncut if the system is to function.

One wire on the tower, and hence in the earth, must point to magnetic north. The position of magnetic north differs for many locations. The placing of this first wire must be done very accurately. The other wires and magnets must be made with a transit and placed accurately. This is no job for a novice.

This system has no electrical connections. A patent is pending covering its several "fine points" not given here. This system has
protected groves when temperatures have fallen to as low as 20 degrees F. There is an "unofficial" 17 degrees F. The system does not alter the air temperature in the grove. Rather, it seems to effect a condition in the trees, leaves and fruits themselves, so that lower temperatures seem stymied in bringing about the condition known as "freezing". Oranges lying on the ground or unattached to the trees will freeze. Tree branches which have been once broken or severely frozen, and have naturally mended themselves, thus believed to have a natural restriction on their general flow of sap, appear to receive the least benefit from this method of protection.

A SPECIFIC FOR TREES ONLY

While trees are plants, it seems this system, as constituted for groves, will not protect small plants like vegetables from frost. Mr. DeLand was working on a device to protect such small plants from frost when he died in 1951.

John DeLand was born in Chicago, Ill., in 1870. He was one of the first men to pack into the Klondike over Chilkoot Pass in the Gold Rush of 1897. It was here DeLand first became interested in the earth's magnetic "disturbances". He had many a front seat view of the Aurora Borealis. At times it was so powerful he could hear it, as well as see it. At such times it made the hair on his sled dogs bristle all over as if they were angry or frightened. Perhaps they were -- both! Later, in the tropics and in Mexico, DeLand had other opportunities of studying the earth's strange magnetic forces.

In 1916 the DeLand's returned to California and began a long and varied career in the citrus growing industry, having groves in many places throughout Southern California and Arizona. Mrs. DeLand showed me colored photographs taken after heavy freezes in several citrus areas which graphically portrayed the differences in the trees protected by the DeLand Magnetic Control System and those not so protected. Black and white photos would have shown a difference, but colored photos exposed it dramatically.

Mrs. DeLand is carrying on the work of her late husband. She emphasized the fact that those who already have the DeLand system established in their groves should have it checked frequently. Mrs. DeLand has the necessary equipment for determining if all parts of the system are functioning properly -- and if not, just where the trouble lies.

Cost of new installations runs about $350 per acre, depending upon location and contour of the ground. The DeLand system performs as well on hillsides as on flat ground, but on hillsides installations are slightly more expensive and natural erosion may bring both magnets and ground wires to the surface. While no claims are made the system will benefit human health in any way, cases are known where it appears to have been of considerable help, health-wise. . .

(We know no more about the DeLand system than the above, except that the Hibbs groves have succumbed to the developer's bulldozer. Gaston Burrige's address is now 500 Crofford St., Sevierville, Tenn. 37862.)
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"THE ADVENT OF THE COSMIC VIEWPOINT"

At long last we have the follow-up to Bryant and Helen Reeve's first book, "Flying Saucer Pilgrimage"! Ray Palmer's Amherst Press has come out with the Reeve's "The Advent of the Cosmic Viewpoint" in a limited edition. Bryant Reeve gets credit for the authorship but the Eastern philosophical bias of Mrs. Reeve is evident in many places throughout.

For those who have been awakened to a wider understanding of life through the advent of the Flying Saucers, Bryant Reeve's "Cosmic Viewpoint" should be a wonderful source of information and learning. Here is a widely-traveled, cosmopolitan world-citizen -- with a solid engineering background -- completing a broad and much-needed survey of New Age developments here in America.

In his introduction Bryant writes: "Our research into space ships was one thing. But we began to see that vehicles in outer space were not really the important thing. They were merely an indication of something vastly greater, of Earthman's awakening to a tremendous new awareness. We on earth are actually entering the Space Age..." Hence his title, "Cosmic Viewpoint". What follows in the remaining 300 pages of this printed, 5x8in. book is a commendable and heroic effort to cover all those metaphysical and philosophical problems raised by the presence of the Visitors and the reality of an inhabited Universe.

There is no index but the 40 chapters listed in the Table of Contents have enough sub-heads under them to give one a pretty good idea of the coverage. Chapter Three is the only one on Flying Saucers. Then he goes into the "Fantastic Field of Psychic Research" in Chapter Six, "Strange Cases of Psychic Ability" in Chapter Seven, and "The Totem Pole of Mediuanship" in Chapter Eight.

Such diverse subjects as the Astral World, Education of the Future, Music of the Spheres, Astrology, Numerology and Bio-Rhythm are discussed at length in succeeding chapters. He gives a "Cosmic Definition of Earth Life" and sets up a new definition of I.Q.: T.I.Q.c-- your "tune-in-quotient". Your ability to tune-in on life and understand what it's all about. This naturally leads to the controversial dogma of Reincarnation, both the human view and the Cosmic view, with a chapter for each. Then there's a chapter on "Healing in the New Age", with a listing of 38 different kinds or methods including the current rage, Psychic Surgery. Then it logically follows that Bryant would go into a discussion of the ways and means of maintaining a healthy physical, emotional and mental balance as an antidote to disease, with chapters on "Man As A Creator", "Balance", "Cosmic Automation", "Fasting In The New Age", and "Emotional Control"; which leads to "Problems", their control and choice. Yup, that's what the man said, we can choose our problems. In fact we have no choice but to choose! If you don't believe me, believe
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Mr. Reeve where he writes on page 222: "Earthman must reawaken to an appreciation of problems and to his God-given dominion over them all. Then the sense of pressure and defeat will leave him and he will again glory in his strength, revel in his opportunities and really enjoy playing the wondrous games -- solving problems -- which life continuously offers him."

WHY AM I HERE?

The necessity for problems leads Bryant Reeve to dig deeper in "The Search For Reality", Chapter 32 and this of course brings him face to face with the Men Beyond Mankind and the subject matter of Chapter 33, "Masters and Mastery", which is handled in a positive, level-headed, common-sense way -- which leads to a consideration of ways and means of getting in touch with our Elder Brothers on the Path. The time-honored way is through "Meditation", the subject of Chapter 34. Here the Eastern bias of his studies and inspiration is obvious in that he offers an "Outline of a Yogic type of meditation", with no hint or recognition of the Western Mystery Tradition available to members of his own race here in America.

In Chapter Five, "Burning Bushes", Bryant doesn't hesitate to quote from Exodus 3:2,3, where God attracts Moses' attention with a burning bush in the wilderness. But how could Moses have understood the significance of this startling event and put it to good and powerful use if he hadn't been "learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians"? In other words, Moses was an Initiate in an Egyptian Lodge of the Western Mystery Tradition. Elsewhere, Bryant quotes from the New Testament but fails to mention that Jesus studied and practised occult science as an Initiate in the Essene Lodge of the Western Mystery Tradition in Palestine. Shakespeare is also drawn from for an apt quotation or two by the learned and dedicated author of "Advent of the Cosmic Viewpoint". Isn't it time we gave public recognition to the true author of the Plays as one of the great Masters in our Western Mystery Tradition? Francis Bacon was an emissary from a branch of the Western Tradition. Shakespeare was only one of the many pen names under which he channeled new written material into the Elizabethan Age, all designed to condition the consciousness of Western man toward the successful passing of this Cosmic crisis of which Bryant Reeve writes! Bacon revitalized the Rosicrucian societies of the time and got the Masonic lodges started. Their purification and concentration disciplines are better suited to the Western temperament than are the Yoga disciplines of the East.

Let us always remember that our Founding Fathers, Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and others were students of the Western Mystery Tradition. They were initiates in the Masonic and Rosicrucian lodges of Colonial times. Behind them then and now is the guiding and driving force of the men and women who achieved Mastery over the flesh from ancient Egypt down to the present time, developing America as the nation responsible for leading the way in the Space Age. This is not to belittle the Mystery Schools of the Orient. Their job is to free individual man from the confines of the flesh. Our job is to free mankind from the confines of the earth? There is a difference.
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THE ART OF MEDITATION

I believe that our Founding Fathers were well aware of "the amazing purifying forces released in meditation" and used those Forces to establish the form of government under which we prosper today. I believe that General Washington, as a leader in a Masonic Lodge, was as familiar with "combined meditation and rhythmic breathing techniques" as any Eastern Yogin. Anyhow, we certainly can agree with Mr. Reeve when he writes on page 255: "More and more people on Earth seem to be awakening to the practical possibilities and usages of meditation, and it seems apparent that this tremendous ancient art or science of meditation is certain to become another of the great dynamics of the new age."

Meditation leads to the discovery of "Available Facets of Consciousness", Chapter 35, and to the "Awakening", Chapter 36, both human and cosmic.

As an American, Bryant Reeve is well aware that the impatient members of our nation want "Instant God". The psychedelic drugs offer a short cut to spiritual illumination for the would-be meditator who gets bored contemplating his navel. Here again Mr. Reeve, in Chapter 37 on "Drugs and Spirituality" gives us a common-sense approach to this controversial subject. In fact, his editorial bias is so typical of the worldly-wise, concerned but slightly bemused viewpoint of the Inner Circle of Mark Probert and BSRA that we discern the fine hand of the Yada di Shi'ite and Lao Tse behind much of this writing. Bryant quotes directly from the Probert seances in some places, and paraphrases in others.

This may be a good example, from the Chapter on Drugs, page 279: "Finally we checked with some of the more advanced new age teachers to gain their view regarding the possible future of psychedelic drugs in the new age. We were surprised at their assurance that all this was merely old knowledge coming back to Earth, and that the psychedelics along with other new methods might well play a definite part in helping to awaken many souls to higher consciousness in the years to come. Thus, who are we to say that man during the new age may not find a new uplift in the field of chemical Christianity or in some penicillin of the spirit!"

The final chapter in this notable survey of New Age developments is on "The Laughter of the Gods". Here again Bryant Reeve's warmly human and divinely inspired view of life is revealed in his recognition of the need for laughter, both human and cosmic, as a divine balancer of the tensions of existence.

He thoughtfully includes a ten-page list of important books, with publishers' addresses and prices, for those who want to augment their reading in the New Age field. The list price of "Cosmic Viewpoint" is $6, from Amherst Press, Amherst, Wis. 54406; but Bryant will sell autographed copies to BSRAssociates for $5, while they last. His address is 1109 Abingdon Road, Virginia Beach, Va. 23451. I'm sure he'll be glad to hear from you.
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"Through all history men have fought to break the bondage of enslavement -- enslavement of thought and action. Taboos, superstitions and dictatorial decrees have held back mankind's real progress. It has been only recently that we have heralded our 'Four Freedoms' -- freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want, freedom from fear. The healing profession has not been immune to the blight of shackled thought. Only a few hundred years ago, bloodletting was almost a universal treatment for all ailments. How frequently a pioneer, voicing a new theory in his search for better methods of correcting disorders of the body and mind, has been subjected to abuse and professional persecution. It has never been easy to cross the grain of long-cherished, even though erroneous, beliefs. This is equally true in our present age of enlightenment.

"Dr. Benjamin Rush, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, declared: 'The constitution of this Republic should make provision for medical freedom as well as religious freedom. To restrict the art of healing to one class of men and deny equal privilege to others will constitute the Bastille of medical science.'

"To our Four Freedoms a fifth should be assured, Health Freedom! It is vital for the future health and welfare of all Americans that all avenues of scientific investigation and publicity remain open to all of the healing professions, whose members are devoting their lives and resources to the solution of health problems. No one profession has yet discovered all the answers about health and disease. Human beings should not be shackled by written or unwritten law to any one healing profession. Every person should be privileged, free of pressure of any biased group, to select the doctor and healing method of his choice, which he believes in or, through experience, knows can best correct his bodily disorders.

"The suppression or distortion of authentic news about healing methods of health knowledge, from reliable sources, is a disservice to the American people since it is a suppression against the betterment of mankind. Chiropractic has earned its place as the second largest healing profession, because it has contributed new knowledge and new concepts to the modern study of health and disease."

Dr. Thomas W. Brynwood
San Marcos, California

CORRESPONDENCE ON THE MWO?

"If you know of any members of BSRA of others who would not object to correspond relative to the Lakhovsky Multi-Wave Oscillator and its performance, I would be pleased to have their names and addresses."

Gaston Burridge
500 Crofford St.
Sevierville, Tenn. 37862
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"Thanks for sending the BSRA material. I appreciate it. I’m sorry I’m not overwhelmingly overjoyed by it, but the political bickering cools me, quantity squared. Ten good saints would save the world, one of which I will not be, but the realization of this fact sours me on politics. I don’t want to covet my political ideas any more than I want to covet the next man’s wife -- it’s a huge, unbalanced chess game with all this maddening, frantic activity in one corner of the board which is of no avail because the game is over in just two moves. So I’d like to have the Journal and not belong to the Association. I’m extremely curious about things of a borderland nature, and unless the political articles take over in number, this Journal seems like a good source. So, will you sign me up for a year’s worth of reading material without making me a member? And while you’re at it, can you send me a copy of ‘Psychic Surgery in the Philippines’? I’m sending a check for $7.00.”

Max Beam
Indianapolis, Indiana

Glad to have you come along for the ride, Mr. Beam, and hope your material interesting and informative. We’d be glad to stay out of politics, too, but our borderland researches keep taking us back into this controversial area because of the sinister political activities of the medical trust. The two letters on the preceding page are evidence of this. Dr. Benjamin Rush was well aware of the oppressive tactics of the medical profession in Colonial America and Dr. Brynwood knows from personal experience that the American Medical Association would like to eliminate chiropractic from the field of competition. I don’t dare publish the names and address of those doctors in America who are experimenting with the Lakhovsky Multi-Wave Oscillator in their practice, for fear the hatchet-men of the AMA and the FDA will descend on them and confiscate their equipment! This is why we published Gaston Burridge’s query. Any doctor who corresponds with Gaston on the results of his researches does so at his own risk.

Knowledge is power, Mr. Beam, and our exposure and condemnation of certain political shenanigans is part of our fight to preserve such freedom of research as we have now! You have bought and read Dr. Derker’s story of his experiences with the Filipino healers. You have also read of his intention to bring Tony Agpaoa to this country for the benefit of Americans. His efforts have been thwarted for over a year. AT this time we can’t identify the forces blocking this spiritual work but we heard one doctor say in public, ‘If Tony Agpaoa is brought to this country he’ll be crucified! It is better that he stay in Manila and carry on where he has been accepted.’

There are millions of "Max Beams" in Brazil and Argentina. They care nothing about politics, leaving the running of their countries to the few who do care because it is profitable; now look at the mess they are in! Their political freedoms have been handed over to Latin-style Hitlers. Just be thankful that when would-be Hitlers get into office here in the United States we can still kick them out via the ballot box, and such freedom of research as we now enjoy can still be
carried on without too much fear of arrest and imprisonment. We are all alert to Communism as an external enemy. What we have to watch out for is internal, native American Fascism. Fascism has taken over in Brazil and Argentina now, just as it did years ago in Spain and Portugal. The only way these unfortunate people can bring about a change of government is by bloody revolution.

We still have the ballot box, thank God. How you vote this fall and in 1968 is your business. Just be sure to vote! And, help keep in check the invisible, sinister forces referred to in the letter below.

THE FASCIST CONSPIRACY

"I would appreciate a list of your publications and the prices. I have just started reading about John Brown's 'B-Cell'. I am again amazed at the conspiracy which prevents great discoveries such as this from reaching the masses."

William Kelly
Phoenix, Arizona

AND WHAT IT HAS DONE TO EUROPE

"At last we are home. We are glad to have had the chance to take the trip to Europe. We enjoyed it all the way through, but a year is long enough to be away. Enclosed is $5 for our renewal. We covered 18 countries, finding none of them like us Americans. To us, it amounted to what they can get out of you, travelwise and otherwise! Greece and Israel we enjoyed the most, the historical part of it. France we liked the least. We found the countries were 25, 50 to 75 years behind our know-how. You can see America is truly a young country, and with all the gripes about it, it is the best. Now I see why all want to come here, no place like it."

Bill & Ethel Goldenberg
North Bergen, New Jersey

FASCIST CONSPIRACY ON UFO INFORMATION

While up the Pacific Coast recently on a short lecture trip we were interviewed on a morning radio program. The MC, Cliff Cole, invited the listeners to question us via telephone concerning Flying Saucers. One male caller just couldn't believe that there was a government "silence policy" and that character assassination was an important part of that policy, as I claimed. A lady called in with an excellent example of that policy in operation.

She was on a visit to the States from Alaska, but earlier this year a close friend of hers had an unforgettable daytime Saucer sighting. He is a lawyer, a retired colonel (she didn't say what branch of the military service) and also a former member of the Central Intelligence Agency. While up flying in his private plane one afternoon he accidentally rendezvoused with a little UFO and played tag with it for about an hour before it broke off contact and zoomed away at supersonic speed. He had a friend with him to confirm the story.
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Upon landing he went immediately to his office and placed a call to one of his friends, still highly placed in government in Washington. The friend couldn't have cared less and advised the ex-colonel he would be well advised to keep his mouth shut. Still filled with patriotic fervor he placed another long distance call to the head of an agency concerned with such matters -- another one he had known personally while in the service. Here again there was no interest in the ex-colonel's world-shaking report. Instead, he was warned that if he did persist in publicizing his story, especially to the press, he would be publicly ridiculed as a fool and a dupe, if not an outright liar. Faced with this threat of character assassination, the dedicated ex-colonel, ex-CIA man wisely limited the telling of his Flying Saucer sighting to his circle of close friends, of whom our caller was one.

OUR WONDERFUL MAGAZINE, IT SAYS HERE

"God bless you for the wonderful magazine. May it continue to grow. Enclosed are two clippings on Viet Nam that will surely interest you. I remember reading almost the same, as in Drew Pearson's column, in your BSRA Journal years ago, and also some of the letters you received from people who just could not believe the Catholic Church was involved in politics and in the war. With best wishes to you and the work you are doing."

Mrs. S. Goodman
New York City

"THREE STEPS TO TRAGEDY"

Here is the Drew Pearson "Washington Merry-Go-Round" Column from the New York "Post" for June 6, 1966 sent to us by Mrs. Goodman:

"All over the U.S. people are asking how it happens that this country finds itself opposed by 80% of the population of Viet Nam, the Buddhists, while supporting 10% of the population, the Catholics and the military. The answer, in the opinion of diplomats who have watched the Viet Nam tragedy develop, goes back to three little-known events.

"1. The intervention of Cardinal Spellman with President Eisenhower when the country (Indo-China) was first divided in 1954.
2. The Bay of Pigs disaster.
3. The Madison Av. build-up given the Catholic regime of President Ngo Dinh Diem by the public relations firm of Harold Oram in New York.

"The story of Diem's build-up in the U.S. has been told in detail by Ramparts, the magazine on the West Coast, which described him as a sort of 'Catholic Mandarin' and told how he had developed a close relationship with Cardinal Spellman. (Ramparts is written and published by a group of liberal-minded Roman Catholics in the San Francisco Bay area. Be it said to their credit, these courageous young men are risking their lives in exposing the political shenanigans of their own Church. RHC.)

"Diem came to Washington in 1954, when the French had decided to pull out of Indo-China, was introduced to then-Senator John F. Kennedy,
and induced Kennedy to make a Senate speech warning against a negotiated peace in Viet Nam which would permit Ho Chi Minh to participate in a new government. This was just before the Geneva Treaty of 1954 was negotiated.

"Cardinal Spellman also had enlisted the support of Sen. Kennedy's father, one of the most powerful men in New York. 'When these two powerful men got on the line together one winter afternoon in 1965,' reports Ramparts, 'they settled quickly, as men of decision do, the steps that had to be taken to swing the wavering Eisenhower Administration solidly behind the young regime of Premier Ngo Dinh Diem.'

"Eisenhower was not particularly sympathetic to Diem. However, Vice-President Nixon, today a critic of the Johnson Administration for not moving more deeply into Viet Nam, was closer to Cardinal Spellman than Eisenhower. Spellman flew to Viet Nam to deliver the first check of Catholic Relief Agency aid of $100,000, and simultaneously Nixon helped put across the first American government aid to Diem, later to roll up into billions of dollars.

"The military build-up did not start until the fall of 1961, the first year of the Kennedy Administration. At the time Kennedy took over from Eisenhower, there were only 1,000 Americansadvisers in South Viet Nam, well within the limits set by the 1954 Geneva Treaty. (What Pearson could have added here was that Secretary of State John Foster Dulles was all for moving into Viet Nam with all American military force at that time, but Eisenhower wisely suggested that he sound out our European allies first on their support of such a move. Not a one was in favor of the Spellman-Dulles policy then, any more than they are in favor of the Spellman-Johnson policy today! RHC.) Eisenhower had not violated the treaty. Nor did Kennedy during the first nine months of his Administration.

"Close friends of President Kennedy's say that after the Bay of Pigs fiasco (another native American Fascist adventure inspired by the Church. RHC.) he felt impelled to demonstrate his strength and engaged in several spectacular moves. First he invited Khruschev to meet him in Vienna. Khruschev knew Kennedy was negotiating from weakness after the Bay of Pigs, and refused to yield an inch regarding Berlin. Kennedy then decided to throw the military weight of the U.S. behind the Catholic minority in South Viet Nam. In doing this, Kennedy was aided by the general picture given the American public of the Diem regime by Harold Oram, crack public relations counsel, for a fee of $3,000 a month. Oram organized 'The American Friends of Viet Nam'. Whose officials included Cardinal Spellman, Monsignor Hartnett and Leo Cherne, sparkplug of the International Rescue Committee.

"It was Oram who gave Premier Diem the build-up as a great democrat at the same Diem was cracking down on the Buddhist majority with his secret police, financed by the American taxpayer through Central Intelligence. It was these years of oppression against the Buddhist majority by the 10% Catholic minority which has come to the surface in street rioting, suicide burning and protests against the U.S. today."
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WHERE OUR MONEY GOES (WE KNOW WHY!)

Pete Hamill's New York "Post" column for May 31, 1966 carried this letter from a young Pfc in the 1st Bat., 26th Inf., First Infantry Division stationed in Phuoc Vinh. In reading it you readily see why such a letter wouldn't receive feature treatment in regular news stories on Memorial Day!

"You don't have to see the figures of the Vietnamese army to see that they don't want to fight. We never go on any operations with them, they have turned on some of our Special Forces advisers and some of the interpreters that our battalion were using at one time were working for the Viet Cong. Naturally, the way we keep sending more and more troops over here, the Vietnamese army is saying, let the Americans fight for us. They keep sending troops over here to do it for us, don't they? Why should we worry about dying. Let the Americans, since they don't seem to care. (Well, Cardinal Spellman doesn't. RHC.)

"But myself and a lot of others do care, because we are fighting for our lives first, Viet Nam second, and the U.S. third in the long run. One sergeant said, 'I joined the Army 18 years ago to fight for my country, not this one.'Whenever and wherever we go we are told that this is V.C. territory. The V.C. are all over. The only safe place is inside our own base camp. The V.C. only let us find them when they want us to. Whenever we do find them, we are always getting ambushed. On the 24th of March, my own company was ambushed and we had 14 killed, 13 wounded, including myself, and we also lost a large amount of weapons to the V.C. Nothing of it was ever mentioned in the newspapers.

"It's true the people really don't want us here. They just want our money and that's what they are getting. If they did, they would try to improve their living conditions. But they seem very much content with the way they are living. Since we are spending over $4 million a day here, I would to know where, or to who it is going. I have not seen any improvements up here where I'm stationed. Everything goes to Saigon (the Catholic capital of Viet Nam), which is full of nothing but the black market, bar girls and prostitutes. The corruption is all along the line. Our officials know about it. But they just smile and put their Vietnamese counterparts on the back, so that we could keep up friendly relations with the so-called legal Gov't.

"Somebody had better wake up in our Gov't, because if they ever expect to go any place over here, besides backwards, they'd better do something real fast for the peasants and farmers of the country -- not the city dwellers who have everything and even more than they need already. Sure we can bomb supply routes, etc. But what about the V.C.'s that are in the country already? Which we never find when we sweep for them. You can't kill off a whole population. (We can't? Our can-do President has stated time and again that America will stay in Viet Nam until the enemy is defeated. Who knows? If American Catholics are really put to it they might do as thorough a job at exterminating a majority in Viet Nam as the German Catholics did in trying to
exterminate a minority religious group in Europe 25 years ago during World War II. RHC.) Sure we do things for some villages. . . We shoot them up one day and fix them up (with medical care) the next. . . The way it looks now it's all for nothing. It's a pity and a disgrace. When will the American people really wake up and say something about what's going on over here. (We're trying.) But why should some of them care, they don't have a son, husband or relative over here. They have nothing to lose or worry about. But we certainly do, our lives!"

Pete Hamill concludes his column with this observation. "That's one reason why the rhetoric of Memorial Day rings so false now. The generation that fought the Second World War has nothing at all to say to the generation fighting in Viet Nam, and a country in which fathers cannot talk to sons is a country heading for a tragedy."

GIANT ROCK CONVENTION AGAIN

George Van Tassel has announced that his annual Space Craft Convention will be held at Giant Rock, California this fall as usual. The dates are Oct. 22nd and 23rd this year.

10TH ANNUAL NORTHERN CALIFORNIA SPACE CRAFT CONVENTION

We are glad to announce that Angela Kilsby and Cynthia McKercher are continuing the traditional Flying Saucer conventions held every fall at the Claremont Hotel in Berkeley, California. The dates this year are Oct. 28, 29 & 30, and your BSRA director is on the lecture program. Write to "Convention", 1265 Monterey Blvd., San Francisco, Cal. 94127 for more information. Roster of speakers includes Gina Cerminara, Dan Fry, Mel Noel, Col. Arthur Burks, Neva Del Hunter, Dr. Nelson Decker, Fred Kimball, Sid Padrick, Gayne Myers and others.

MWO ANTENNAS

Good news for those of you who are building Lakhovsky Multi-Wave Oscillators. We have located a handyman in the Vista area who is willing to make the "printed circuit" antennas for Associates for a reasonable price of $10 a pair, postpaid. The pattern is the one finally developed for Bob Beck by technicians at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California, and produces maximum arcing between the rings. Material is aluminum foil firmly glued to Fibreglass backing.

EEMAN SCREENS

What? You can't afford a round trip to Manila for that brand of spiritual healing known as Psychic Surgery? But you can take the time and trouble to help the Christ in you bring the body's forces back in to balance by making and using a set of Eeman Screens. Associates who have made and are using their own, or have bought them from us at $5 a pair, postpaid, are reporting positive results from their experiments. One Texas Associate had a knotty lump on her throat. One week of daily naps on the Screens brought the thing to a head. It broke and drained itself and the lump disappeared. Another went to sleep on the Screens and had the first good night's sleep in years. He claimed he had a history of heart trouble and nervous tension.
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FLYING SAUCERS UNCENSORED - BSRA Director Crabb here analyzes the UFO landings at Edwards AFB in 1954, and the resulting launching of an anti-gravity research program which now promises a breakthrough by 1970! There is a large section, illustrated, on occult chemistry and vortexian physics, on which technical and mental control of gravity can be established. This includes a review of Dr. Puharich's famous Chap. 11 on Psi Plasma from "Beyond Telepathy". New and old UFO sightings are illustrated and analyzed, Lao-Tse of the Inner Circle tells us why UFOs are here, and M.K. Jessup tells of his after-death experiences in 1959. 48 pages, mimeo. . . . $1.25

THE INVISIBLE REALITY BEHIND APPEARANCES - Riley and Judy Crabb Now in book form we offer you the first three of a series of lessons on Occult Science, developed by Americans for Americans living within the Western Mystery Tradition. Each lesson has three sub-sections: Theory, Practice or Workshop, and Classroom Discussion. There are also many drawings and illustrations to help the imagination, and there is an index. The final content of the lessons or chapters was developed in class work in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida and Carmel, Los Angeles and Escondido, California. There are drills in concentration, relaxation, rhythmic breathing and visualization -- all necessary conditioners for controlled expansion of consciousness beyond the physical. The Ground Plan is the Tree of Life of the Western Mystery Tradition and the Kabala. 95 pages, mimeo. . . . $2.50
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